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HONDAH

I an seriously considering giving FAPA yet. a thard install
ment of our 1985 Japan expeditaon, which would be really a Putrid 
thing to do. But we shall wander on through a few pages and see 
whether Putradaty or Con&cm Senze wans out.

Of course, Common Sense usually gets Short Shraft around 
here (and at does look rather unbecoming an the thing, I'll 
admit). Otherwise, I wouldn't be a Collector. Especially not a 
Completist Fanzine Collector, which I stall claim to be.

As at happens, the Wheel of Varied Interests has turned 
again, and I've taken up the 12-year-old Project of a Fanzane 
Checklist. The iong-memoried (and -suffering) among you may re
call that I started the thing an the summer o£ 1975, entering 
data based on ay own fanzine collection onto punched cards — 
fanzine titles, issue numbers, dates, edators and the lake- This 
went on for several years, with friends running off cumulative 
lasts for me every so often (usually when I completed another 
1etter's worth of zines.>

Then — about sax years ago — we bought a macro- Various of 
my hacker friends said -Hey! I can wrate a program to put the 
Checklist on the micro!— and I said Great! Please Do! And, of 
course, nothing happened. John Chapman transferred the informa
tion from my 40,000+ cards onto a magnetic tape because the cards 
were becoming unreadable, and printed out a list of A-through-S, 
vantage 1982 or so. And thangs sat- Fanzines collected an boxes; 
the boxes collected m a storage shed-

And £anally, last year, Jordan Brown actually got the tape 
downloaded onto £ loppy dasks that can be read by our macros- (The 
original micro we bought, an Osborne 1 (with a IO—megabyte hard 
disk added! that served both us and LACon II quite well, has 
given way to a Corona with a 2O-megabyte hard disk and a Leading 
Edge with a 30—meg. Bight now I am hogging the Leading Edge and 
hoping Elayne doesn't need much of its memory space.)

So I have begun the job of editing the Checklist. The card 
format is translated to a dBaselll file format, and I am condens
ing the information where possible. The "Accession Number" field, 
used to link multiple cards together, can be deleted. The "Size" 
field, previously limited to a 1-letter designator (e.g., “S“ for 
8 1J2 x 11 or the British 8x10 “Standard” size) is being replaced
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CONVENTIONAL COMMENTS

My first con of the year was Sercon, an Berkeley/Oakland at 
the Hotei of Usher (the Clareaont Reaortr but. those of us who 
were at. the 1968 Woridcon remember at. under the aore descraptave 
name.). Thaa waa the first year for Sercon, a convention tryang to 
be to acaence fictaon what the World Fan taay Con a a for fantasy. 
Elayne and I had been asked — by Craig Miller, one of the oragi- 
natora of the con — to run the art show, ao we drove up 
early Fraday mornang, aet up the show, and sat around twaddlang 
our thumbs for the weekend.

Not. that the con wasn^ a success an what, at traed to do. As 
far as I can tell, at reached the serious-minded acaence fictaon 
enthusiasts quite well. The panels and speeches were very well 
attended by the 265 or ao attendees. But that kand of fan isn't 
very antereated an art ahowa. And I am not very antereated an 
being a aerious-sanded acaence factaon fan. (My capsule revaew of 
the con has been: "Sercon was; I'm not.“>

The weekend was notable mostly for a Russian restaurant in 
Berkeley: Petrouchka. Tom Whitmore had recommended at an the 
guade to eateries he dad for the con, and at waa good enough when 
Elayne and I went there on Fraday naght that we went back again 
Saturday night. Now af I just hadn't been on a !©#£*"'&*( > diet ao 
that I could have had the dessert (a.> 1 !

We did get go carousellmg m Tilden Park, something Elayne 
has been wanting to do since she found out there was such a 
carousel there. (Elayne has gone carousel-happy these past sev
eral years, to the poant of joanang several national carousel 
organizations, getting lists of extant carousels, etc. She was 
talked anto goang to Orycon two years ago because there were 
several carousels an Portland that we could explore.) We aban
doned Pank Naven — who had fooiashly volunteered — to watch the 
somewhat soporafac art show for a couple hours Saturday, Elayne, 
Craag, Genny and I drove up to the nearby park to see and rade 
the carousel. Not bad, but no great. Treasure. The hastory of the 
carousel waa traced with faded pactures and text on the surround- 
ang walls, catang the various locales at whach at had been resi
dent, and dates of movang. Originally a 3-row carousel, at had 
added a fourth row decades ago. It also had several of the non
horse animals that I first encountered on the San Diego Balboa 
Park carousel — the cat, spanael, frog, pag, laon, and such. I 
hadn't brought my camera, and there waa not a souvenir available 
for purchase — not even a poatcardi Tak.

Next year, Sercon as an Austin. There will, I understand, be 
an art Exhibit, not an Art Show. Good idea.

The second convention, over the weekend of 7-8 February, was 
San Diego's Conquistador. Much more my style of con, even if at 
waa (as always! quite small. They'd asked me to be on a couple of 
fan panels, and I was part of a 7-person Masquerade group that 
Kathy Sanders presented, so I knew there'd be plenty to do.
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HONDAH

I as seriously considering giving FAPA yet a third install- 
sent of our 1985 Japan expedition, which would be really a Putrid 
thing to do. But we shall wander on through a few pages and see 
whether Putridity or Cosson Sense wins out.

Of course, Cosson Sense usually gets Short Shrift around 
here (and it does look rather unbecosmg in the thing, I'll 
adsit). Otherwise, 1 wouldn't be a Collector. Especially not a 
Completist Fanzine Collector, which I still claim to be.

As it happens, the Wheel of Varied Interests has turned 
again, and I've taken up the 12-year-old Project of a Fanzine 
Checklist. The long-sesoned (and -suffering) asong you say re
call that I started the thing m the susser of 1975, entering 
data based on my own fanzine collection onto punched cards — 
fanzine titles, issue numbers, dates, editors and the like. This 
went on for several years, with friends running off cumulative 
lists for me every so often (usually when I completed another 
1etter's worth of zines.!

Then — about six years ago — we bought a micro. Various of 
my hacker friends said -Hey! 1 can write a program to put the 
Checklist on the micro!- and I said Great! Please Do! And, of 
course, nothing happened. John Chapman transferred the informa
tion from my 40,000+ cards onto a magnetic tape because the cards 
were becoming unreadable, and printed out a list of A-through-S, 
vintage 1982 or so. And things sat. Fanzines collected m boxes; 
the boxes collected m a storage shed.

And finally, last year, Jordan Brown actually got the tape 
downloaded onto floppy disks that can be read by our micros. (The 
original micro we bought, an Osborne 1 (with a IO—megabyte hard 
disk added! that served both us and LACon II quite well, has 
given way to a Corona with a 2O-megabyte hard disk and a Leading 
Edge with a 30-meg. Bight now I am hogging the Leading Edge and 
hoping Elayne doesn't need much of its memory space.!

So I have begun the job of editing the Checklist. The card 
format is translated to a dBaselll file format, and I am condens
ing the information where possible. The "Accession Number" field, 
used to link multiple cards together, can be deleted. The "Size" 
field, previously limited to a 1-letter designator (e.g., “S’* for 
8 172 x 11 or the British 8x10 “Standard” size! is being replaced 
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by actual centimeter »eaaure»&nts. (It'a occasionally u&&ful to 
know whether aonethinq caae out. as a full-size, half-size, or 
odd-size publication.} And 1 a» adding notes aa to whether the 
zme is associated with an organization (APA, Convention, Club>.

Since I have to re-examine each zme to Measure it, I am 
also taking the ti»e to re—file the® in file folders instead of 
just jamming then into filing cabinet drawers. So«e of the old 
paper will now, perhaps, last a bit longer. It is slow going, 
especially since l'» again trying to keep up with the new incom
ing material aa well as attack the original stuff — so far there 
are only four boxes of zinea (in folders) that are waiting until 
I get farther along in the Main Collection and can file them 
away. 1 expect the number of such boxes to increase somewhat 
dramatically in the next year, since 1 doubt 1'11 get through the 
Main Collection again in that time.

The computer *a foibles have also required some changes in my 
data entries. Some of you — Harry? Jack? — may recall how the 
contest to out-cl ever Swisher and publish a zme that would be 
first in the Swisher Index was "won" by Swisher himself, when he 
published a zine called “a” (in lower case). The argument was 
that lower case came before upper case, and that therefore “a“ 
(Swisher) came before “A“ (Chauvenet, then Speer) which came 
before “AAAAA ARGUS-Y** (Tucker) etc. The dictionary pretty well 
agrees with thia, too. But the computer doesn't. It files “a“ 
after ALL capital-A titles! The legigimate f irst-m-lme would be 
a zme called “1“. (The clowns who have tried publishing zines 
with blank titles, or blanks aa titles — Markstem, I think, did 
one that he claimed had a single blank space aa its title, which 
would put it ahead of a zine with two blank spaces, etc. -- will 
be dealt with out of hand.)

The machine also has its own ideas as to how to file various 
punctuation marks. (I preferred to treat moat of them as spaces, 
with exceptiona for the apostrophe being a null (“its“ and “it's“ 
would file as the same thing) and the open-parenthesis filing 
after 9 and before A, but I am adapting my filing conventions to 
those of the machine. It's easier.)

The open-parenthesis was useful m differentiatmg between 
several zines of the same title, putting them m chronological 
order: “AD ASTRA“ (Reinsberg); “AD ASTRA (II>“ (Bryant); “AD 
ASTRA (III>“ (Crawford). It can still be done by the judicious 
uae of spaces m front of the parenthesis.

In the sample pages over there-----------------------------> 
you will notice that multiple editors: (DUPRASS> require the 
repetition of the zme title and issue number , but that the page 
count goes only to the first editor. That allows the computer to 
total the number of fanzine pages m the list. (The present 31 
pages of listings — a small fraction of what will eventually get 
listed — has over 22,000 printed pages.) Also, cross-reference 
notes (DREAMS AND FALSE ALARMS 3> get O pages instead of just a 
blank. The computer won't leave a numeric field blank.
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It will take me quite a while to get any fiignificant aiount 
of* work done on the basic fanzine listing, but. if I can keep up 
with the recent, material I will be happy to wait for the keal 
Soon Now availablility of Lots-Of—Time to do the backfile stuff. 
Retirement isn't quite a decade off, after all... .

Since our acquisition of computers — and my access to both 
a semi-resident expert and a resident semi-expert — I have 
discovered a tendency to want to put all my collections into the 
computer. It sakes the 1istings easier to update, for one thing, 
and one can manipulate the data to get the listings in any order 
and arranged by any data item- Gives one a feeling of power, I 
suppose.

As a result, there are listings not only of fanzines, but of 
cosix, miniature liquors, show tune sheet, music, show tune re
cordings (Elayne's collection!, and cosic strip/cartoon books 
(ours). I'll spare you printouts of these, but you are going to 
get stuck with a listing of the latest inanity 2 soft drink cans.

A number of years ago I started saving one of each kind of 
unusual soft drink can that turned up at our parties. No particu
larly good reason for it except that they represented a part of 
popular culture that changed without people noticing. The things 
sat around in a box because I hadn't the vaguest idea of what to 
do with them — there isn't any really good way to display a 
collection of junk like that!

And a few months ago I came up with a display idea that 
wouldn't bother anyone except our immediate neighbors. (1 assume 
they gave up on us long ago; we have had almost nothing to do 
with any of them since we moved m 13 years ago.!

We have a 6-foot high concrete-block wall around the back 
yard, which we put m a couple years after we moved here. (The 
original wooden fence threatened to collapse the first winter, 
and started to do so during the second winter. The next summer we 
had the wall put up.) Even with 35 feet or so of it blocked by a 
storage facility, there is still some 50 linear feet of possible 
display area. To get around the problem of having the collection 
transferred into the neighbors' yards by the wind, I filled the 
cans with sterile sand from a garden supply store. One bag of 
sand was enough (so far! and the cans are now lined up on the 
northwest portion of the wall. There's lots of room to continue 
the collection! And it is instructional — m a historical con- 
text, at least — to notice a few of the drink nases that were 
once so familiar but have now disapperared completely — Fresca, 
for instance. There are a few that were test-market stuff (Tab 
Black Cherry! or were brought back from some convention trip or 
other. Some are old enough to be steel instead of aluminum (“S“). 
Some have changed the style of can, so 1 have both (7—Up!. 1'11 
have to start watching closely at parties again, and see what can 
be added to this idiotic collection. Contributions are acepted, 
if the cans are in uncrushed condition. So if you're tired of 
sending bricks to Tucker...
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SOFT C^N COLLECTION
------A CDMPi.ETE IDIOCY--------

BRAND VARIETY TYPE

7-UP 
7-MP 
A&w 
A&w 
A&w 
ASP'EN 
BUFFALO BILL’S 
CANADA DRY 
COCA-COlA 
CR AGnlonT 
CRUSH 
CRUSH 
DIET CORE 
DIET COKE 
DIET RITE 
DR. PEPPER 
DR. PEPPER 
DR. PEPR'ER 
DR. PEPPER 
FAMOUS AMOS 
FRESCA 
GINSENG UP 
GOOD’O 
hIllCREST 
Hl RES 
JJW BEAN AnD COP A 
JOlT 
NUMN TAIN DEW 
NATURAL OREP1A 
nEh!
PEPSI-COLA 
PEPSI-COLA 
PEPSI-COPA 
R. W. KNUDSEN FAMIL Y 
RITZ 
RONDO 
ROYAL crown 
ShASTA 
ShASTA 
slice 
slice 
somix CITY 
SOUIX CITY 
SPRITE 
SQUIRT 
TAB 
TAB 
VENDOME 
VERnORS

CriE r! ri Y 1
CREW} SODA DIET 1
ROOT SEER 2
ROOT .BEER Sugar—free I

1
GREAT AME RI CAN SASSAPARI p pA 2
GINGER Al£ S
classic j
G RARERRu11 D1E T 1
GRANGE 1
PINEAPPLE SUDA J

1
CAFFE I NE FR££ I

1
J

DIET
PE PPE ri-FREE DIET 1
EiJEAR-FREE 1
chocolate rocky road soda DIE T 1

I
cola 1

KOlA ChAnPAGnE soda I
CREmE SUDA SR —F REE 1
ROST GEER DRAFT

1
COlA

1
1

peach ji

DIET PEPSI 1
PEPSI LIGHT
SPRITZER GRA^-'E 1
CREAN soda 5
PR£>V>I UN CI TRuS SP'DA A
R, C. I GO 1
COlA 2

DRAFT ROOT BEER DIET X
APP'lE DIET 1
P?Ar*DA R1N ORAnGE i
S ARS APArf IL u A 1
FAR Ar-A r\; I PL A i s

i
X
1

black cherry X
Cup A DIET X
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CONVENTIONAL COMMENTS
My first con of the year was Sercon, m Berkeley/Oakland at 

the Hotel of Usher (the Claresont Reaortr but. those of us who 
were at the 1968 Worldcon reweaber it under the acre descriptive 
naae). Thia waa the first year for Sercon, a convention trying to 
be to science fiction what the World Fantaay Con la for fantasy. 
Elayne and I had been asked — by Craig Millerr one of the origi
nator a of the con — to run the art show, ao we drove up very 
early Friday nornmg, aet up the show, and sat around twiddling 
our thumbs for the weekend.

Not. that the con wasn't a success in what it tried to do. As 
far aa I can tell, it reached the aerioua-winded science fiction 
enthusiasts quite well. The panels and apeechea were very well 
attended by the 265 or ao attendees. But. that kind of fan ian't 
very interested in art shows. And I a» not very interested in 
being a serious—winded science fiction fan. (My capsule review of 
the con has been: "Sercon was; I'm not.“)

The weekend was notable Mostly for a Russian restaurant in 
Berkeley: Petrouchka. Tow Whitwore had recowwended it in the 
guide to eateries he did for the conr and it waa good enough when 
Elayne and I went there on Friday night that we went back again 
Saturday night. Now if I just hadn't been on a diet ao 
that I could have had the dessert(s>1!

We did get go carousellmg m Tilden Park, soaething Elayne 
has been wanting to do since she found out there was such a 
carousel there. (Elayne has gone carousel—happy these past sev
eral years, to the point of joining several national carousel 
organizations, getting lists of extant carousels, etc. She was 
talked into going to Orycon two years ago because there were 
several carousels in Portland that we could explore.) We aban
doned Pink Niven — who had foolishly volunteered — to watch the 
sowewhat soporific art show for a couple hours Saturday, Elayne, 
Craig, Genny and I drove up to the nearby park to see and ride 
the carousel. Not bad, but no great Treasure. The history of the 
carousel was traced with faded pictures and text on the surround
ing walls, citing the various locales it which it had been resi- 
dent, and dates of Moving. Originally a 3-row carousel, it had 
added a fourth row decades ago. It also had several of the non
horse annals that I first encountered on the San Diego Balboa 
Park carousel — the cat, spaniel, frog, pig, lion, and such. I 
hadn't brought My camera, and there was not a souvenir available 
for purchase — not even a postcard! Tak.

Next year, Sercon is in Austin. There will, I understand, be 
an art Exhibit, not an Art Show. Good idea.

The second convention, over the weekend of 7-8 February, was 
San Diego's Conquistador. Much sore ay style of conf e'V&n if it 
was (as always) quite snail. They'd asked »e to be on a couple of 
fan panels, and I was part of a 7-person Masquerade group that 
Kathy Sanders presented, ao I knew there'd be plenty to do.
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Robbie Cantor and I drove down Saturday aornmg and got 
there just about the tawe the con re-opened. We entered ao»e 
artwork —walled in to Sercon and not sold — an the Conquaatador 
Art. Show, an hopes that, a few wore pieces would sell. Then we 
prowled the dealers' roow for a whale before heading out for ao*e 
shopping*

The roows all seeded to have kitchenettes — wath stove, 
refrigerator, and varaous utensils — so I bolstered wy diet— 
staying wallpower by stockang the refragerator with permitted 
awounts of real food for the weals up to Sunday noon. Not wy 
preference — 1'9 a junk food junkae — but easy enough to do.

The Fan History Panel, part n (continuing frow where a 
sawllar panel left off at last year's Conquistador! had hake 
Glyer, Drew Sanders, and I telling a few storaes and answering 
questions frow the four or five people an the audaence. Fan 
Ha story as gossip run through the Folk Process. Mike jotted notes 
for FILE 770, and we all had a pleasant, anforwal hour of discus
sion* Part ntl wall probably be scheduled next year* (Ruth Ber- 
wan, an LASFAPA, suggested that there sight eventually be a 
Conquistador panel on the History of the Conquistador Fan History 
Panel!!

The Fan History Panel segued awwedaately into the next 
panel, on the econowacs of conventions. Drew departed, to be 
replaced by Fred Patten, and we talked moose, outgo, surplusses 
and deficits for the next hour.

At the 19S6 Conquistador, Kathy Sanders had bought Atamelle 
Hoel's artwork: “The Seven Deadly Sina of Costuming.” She talked 
six others into joining her to do the costuwes shown an the art, 
and brought the group to this year's Conquistador, an part to 
show Atanaelle. Unfortunately, the latter got sack and waa unable 
to attend, but she'll get to see a tape of the waaquerade*

Each of the group was an a different color, and the designs 
were each cowplewentary — or even, an a couple cases, identical. 
Gluttony, an gold spandex with obvaously burst seaws, case on 
with a bag of (gold-wrapped! chocolates and a full beer wug* 
Avarice, an orange, gloated her way across the stage caressing a 
trophy* Sloth had to be called twice, then showed up an jeans, 
stall working on her blue costuse. Lust, in purple, slinked 
across the stage; Anger (red! stowped an, thoroughly hacked off 
at the whole affair. Envy (green) looked all the others up and 
down, obviously preferring their coatuses to her own. And Pride, 
an salver, spread a huge peacock-feather tail. It was impressive, 
if I do say so ay self. Somewhat akm to shooting winnows m a 
bathtub, but the group took Beat Masters and Beat In Show tro
phies. With luck, at wall get to another masquerade before the 
costuwes are diaaasewbled. The participants: BEP (Gluttony!, 
Marjai Ellers (Avarace), Aatrad Anderson Bear (Sloth!, Victoria 
Ridenour (Lust!, Drew Sanders (Anger!, Adrian Butterfield (Envy!, 
and Kathy Sanders (Pride!.



A£ter the »aaqueradeF I wandered over to the L.A. m '90 
Party, which Mike Glyer waa running, hung around a while talking 
to people, than gave up for the night. Partying at cons while 
trying to stay on a diet a a a dawned nuisance. There are just ao 
wany diet soft drinks one can pour down before you get to slosh
ing i

Sunday waa art show teardown — three of the pieces sold. 
Not very Depressive. And last runs through the hucksters roow. (I 
was buying up cowics to fill gaps m the collection, if they were 
available at non-uaurious rates.> And the last panel: “Fanzines 
and Related Forwa of Steif Abuse.**

The panel participants included Jasie Hanrahan, who publish
es PYROTECHNICS, a techie zine; Marion 2i»er Bradley, long-tiwe 
FAPA wewber, and perpetrator of genzines, perszines, and SIGzines 
(for Darkover Fandow, of course!; Sonnl Cooper, Strekzmer; and a 
wedla zine person whose nawe I can't rewewber or find in the 
Program Book. (And we.! The roow waa actually packed, and there 
waa too wuch to say in an hour. I think one of the snail cons 
wight consider using wuch the sawe panel wix — plus a faaamsh 
genzine or apazine type and waybe wmua one of the wedia- 
zme/Strek participants — and have a seriea of panels that are 
wore focussed: WHY publish a fanzine?; HOW does one publish a 
fanzine?; WHAT use are fanzines? (and other such wlacellaneous 
questions m thia last panel!. The various kinds of publishers 
give various kinds of answers to each of these questions, and it 
is actually intereatingg to attendees.

In March, wy con-of-the-wonth was Boskone, which attracted 
about 4400 fans, sewi-fans, and gawkers. (Hore, apparently, than 
the hotel is willing to put up with, according to the reports 
that have cowe out after the con, wherein none of the down-town 
Boston hotels will take next year's Boskone, and the Sheraton 
Boston (this year's site! is giving the Noreascon III cowwittee 
probless.) Boskone will probably be the largest SF con m North 
Awerica this year. (NASFiC wight be larger, though I doubt it.! 
And in spite of wy wultiple efforts to foul wyself up, I wanaged 
to enjoy the con eventually.

The trip started off badly. Elayne was driving Lex Nakashlwa 
and we to the airport, but I wanted to wake a short atop at LASFS 
first. I needed to check a few iast-winute itews in the LASFS 
Library, m preparation for the Boskone Scavenger Hunt that I'd 
entered. Even allowing an hour to fight traffic, we'd leave at 8, 
get to LAX at 9, and the flight wasn't until 9:45. Plenty of 
tiwe.

But I'd left sowe things at howe that had to get to LASFS, 
and back-tracking killed about 35 winutes. We left LASFS about 
8:20 — and stall got to LAX at 9:00! Unload our suitcases and wy 
travel bag... travel bag? Guess what was still m the LASFS 
Library — with wy ticket? Phone LASFS and request a favor. Spend 
a long tiwe feeling like an idiot (and unsuccesafully trying to 
work out an alternate arrangewent. with the airline!. Charles



Matheny »anagea to bring the Biasing Blue Thing to LAX by 9:35 
and I acurry onto the plane. The word “indebted" acquires new 
force.

The trip is uneventful. (The “snack" la inedible, but I'* on 
a diet, ao it's just aa well.! At the New York changeover, our 
flight acquires other fans from a San Francisco flight, including 
Russ Elliot, ao three a£ ua take a cab to the hotel — right 
during the aorning rush hour, of courae. (I take a cab only 
because I a» traveling with Lex — by Myself I'd have uaed the 
subway, luggage and all.!

Rooms wall be available by 10:00, ao we stash the luggage 
and wander around a couple of hours. (Since the check-out tise is 
noon, and ordinarily roots aren't available until 1:00, 10:00 is 
tore than reasonable.) The Green Root cotsittee people are visi
ble, but few othera, and Friday aluga by alowly until registra- 
tion opena in the late afternoon and the huxter root opens at 
6:00.

Registration was, as usual, quick for the pre-registered. 
(Both Elayne and I are Life Neabers of Boakone — I just get a 
bit store uae of ay Life Membership than ahe does.) Thia time the 
celerity was enhanced by uaing blank name badges and letting the 
tetbers write their own names on the badges. (As is done at other 
cona, including Loscon, the badge—holder, not the badge itself, 
is the identification of a member.! I would like to suggest that 
this not be done again, if it is at all possible to avoid it. Few 
people have a handwriting (or skill in calligraphy! that will 
allow thes to make their naae readable fros sore than 11 inches 
away 2

In the huxter root I stopped first to pick up Boakone eph- 
emera — T-shirt and souvenir book. Or tried to. While I got the 
shirt, the books hadn't arrived yet. Otherwise, I escaped with 
checkbook intact. Almost. A dealer in comics with reasonable 
prices and a sales gimmick that Made it worthwhile to buy in &2O 
(or higher! lota Managed to Make inroads on ay finances before I 
could wrench myself away carrying the 5—page Wants List I'd 
brought with me... .

Lise Eisenberg's 11 p.m. panel on fan gossip was rather 
tame. Her party iMMediately following it was More fun. (The 
party, as usual for a convention Friday night, was both hers and 
Moshe Feder's, but Moshe wasn't very visible during this one. 
Why, there wasn't even Coke!) 
“When we get to my room, rewind me to take my clothes off“...L.E.

Saturday began with a panel discussion of the 1990 Worldcon 
bids — Kees van Toorn and Roelof Goudriaan for the Netherlands 
bid, se for the L.A. bid, and Ben Yalow as Moderator. Each side 
makes statement, Ben asks a few questions of both sides, audience 
asks sore questions of one, the other, or both. Generally very 
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civilized. I doubt, anyone changed hi a or her amd aa a result of 
the panel , but. perhaps there were soae Undecideds there.

Again to the huxter rooa in search of the Boskone Book. The 
copies had arrived, but the boxed edition wasn't yet available. 
(It was still being signed.) Try again at 2:00. At 1:00 there was 
a line that stretched halfway down the aisle fro* the NESFA 
table, ao I joined it and hoped not too aany would be buying aore 
than a couple copies. I eventually collected ay copy, and learned 
that the Boskone t-shirt was sold out of anything but saall size. 
Tiaing is everything. The coaics again juaped out and prevented 
ae froa leaving until I had purchased another batch.

The L.A. '90 bid party, of which Fuzzy Pink was m charge, 
waa scheduled for Saturday evening m the parlor and one bedrooa 
of the Nivens' 2—bedrooa suite, ao Saturday afternoon was spent 
on the supply runs. An atteapt to go to dinner at the Masa. Bay 
Co restaurant m the hotel waa foiled by the inability of the 
staff to correctly eatiaate how long it would take to get seated 
(let alone served). After the “20 amutes" becaae aore than 45 I 
gave up and left the others to wait. I grabbed soaethmg rela
tively fast at Au Bon Pain ao I could get the party rooaa set up.

The party went well — we ran the “Grab The Brass Hing" 
gaae, sold soae Friends Of L.A. In '90 aeaberahipa, poured wine, 
and talked with people. I waa about to throw the last pair out 
around 4:00 a.a., but they decided to throw theaselves out, and I 
closed the party roo* down.

Sunday *ornmg I aoved ay stuff fro* the party bedrooa, 
where I'd been staying, up to Lex's rooa. Nivens were planning to 
leave Sunday evening, and Lex and I would have a Dead Dog Party 
m his rooa with the leftovers froa Saturday. (We always over
buy.! Then I gathered ay stuff up for the 12:00 Scavenger Hunt 
judging — only to find, at 11:45, that it was supposed to be at 
11:001 Tiaing is everything. I caught the first snail-powered 
elevator to the third floor, box of trash m aras.

They were on Itea 26 (of S9>, and would judge ay first 25 
iteas at the end. I coaaandeered a space on the floor and things 
went on. There were 3 or 4 Individual entries (1 to 3 people were 
allowed per entry as Individual!, and 4 or 5 Clubs (4+ people!. 
The indecision aa to nuabers results froa not knowing whether the 
entrant (3 people present! that had to leave early was entered as 
a club or not — it had an organizational naae.

Aa things went on, I aanaged to swindle a couple half-points 
(perfectly legal under the rules!, lose a couple points I thought 
I wouldn't, and gain soae extra part—points here and there. When 
everything was done, I was ahead of the nearest Individual en
trant by 67 to 50.5. (The top three clubs were 72+, with the 
winning "Lithuanian Conspiracy" — led by Ed Neskys and including 
Dick Eney — having 90 points!!

Prizes were large Valentine's Day heart—shaped boxes of 
chocolates, and I brought aine hoae to stash for a aonth until 
the diet would allow a party to help ae eat the*. There were also 
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supposed to be ribbons, but there was a co*»unicationa foul-up 
between the MITSFS, which ran the Hunt, and the Boskone coaait- 
tee* The judges expressed hope that ribbons aight still even
tuate.

Lex had talked the Nivens into staying another night, so the 
L.A. Dead Dog Party — and ay stuff — was aoved back down to the 
suite. And sosetise after 3:00 on Sunday afternoon I signed up as 
a Gofer.

Collectors, as has been said aany tises, Are Crazy. And I 
have aany collections. Saturday night during the L.A. party, I 
found that Boskone had done a special T-Shirt, available to 
Gofers who worked eight hours or aore. So.....

I did badge—checking duty at the huxter rooa until it 
closed, and then guard duty for another hour or so. Then I helped 
with Art Show tear-down until I had to leave to get the party 
ready. Total: a bit over 4 hours.

Art Show tear-down was aausmg in spots. One row of the 
Traditional HESFA Hangings, aade of Dexion angle—iron, had been 
replaced by LASFS-style pipe-and-ironsongery hangings, and it 
cane down (as usual with that style.) asazingly fast. (Even though 
their pipe is iron instead of the aluamua LASFS uses. Monty 
Wells said that was what he could get quickly — they aay even
tually replace it with aiuamua.) I think it was Paula Lieberaan 
who said that aore such hangings are likely to be proposed to 
NESFA, and that the action wall be called as “All in favor say 
'Aye'* all opposed say 'I volunteer to put up and tear down the 
Dexion.'"

The Dead Dog was fairly quiet. At one point, I left. Fuzzy to 
handle it and went party—hopping ayself. Talked with Kees for a 
while outside their Dead Dog Party. Wound up at Bridge Publica
tions' party talking to an old-tiae fan (now turning pro) who was 
part of a classic Harlan Story — no, not that story! — and 
with a pro's daughter. A very pleasant evening.

Monday sorning I packed ay stuff, checked it, then reported 
to Logistics around 9:00 to see what they needed help with. Con 
Suite cleanup. Art Show loading of hangings and stuff, huge 
panels to be aoved to a loading dock via The Death Star (a stage 
elevator, appropriately nicknaaedl. Somewhere around 1:30 I quit, 
got aoseone to locate an XL Gofer T-shirt, and headed to the 
lobby to wait for Lex and go to the airport.

Occasionally I wonder if the conrunnmg gase is worth the 
effort. The con—working gaae is soaetiaes aore fun. (I doubt I 
would ever be able to go back to just the con-attending gase.) I 
aust be getting Old & Tired* Again. But I wasn't kidding back in 
'BO vhen I said I waa a generalist of fan stuff, and saybe I 
ought to consider changing ay priorities for fanac. Again.

++++
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The April Convention Of The Month was Corflu 4, in Cincin
nati. (Weil, Covington, Kentucky, across the river fro» Cincy.) 
Corflu is the con for Fanzine Fans, and thia la the first one 
I'^& attended. From* the results, I probably shouldn't have Biased 
the first few.

Bill Bowers ran thia one, with the help of Bill Cavin for 
the con auite, Naoai Cowan for pre-con details, and Pat Mueller 
for at—con administration. The programming was limited to a Live 
Fanzine — videotaped, audio-taped, and to be transcribed m part 
for a written version — and a banquet. The rest of the time was 
spent talking to other fanzine fans.

The Live Fanzine had several excellent contributions — 
personally, I liked the Bosky-Hlavaty Show and Bernadette's solo 
essay (a serious talk on fanzine fandom from a sociological point 
of view) the beat, followed by Al Curry's filksongs(?!. Two of 
the things that Bowers seemed to think Hot I thought Not: the 

Chat With Bill Bowers by Dave Locke, and the rather 
rambling monolog that Gary Hubbard did. Both needed severe edit
ing. I ordered the videotape edition (which Larry Tucker will be 
editing!, so we shall see what hits the cutting room floor.

There were about 70 attending members. About seven of them 
worked on a l-shot (FANAC BY GASLIGHT>, several brought fanzines 
for sale, or a new issue to distribute, and Ken Josenhans brought 
a bag of zines to be given away. (I was late m learning of thia 
fact, so the Good Stuff was gone when 1 locfk&d through the bag's 
remnants. Still, I found eight or nine things that would fit m 
my collection.)

The Lack of Output by certain alleged Fanzine Fans came up 
in diacussion with Moshe Feder. 1 challeng&d hia as to which of 
us had published a genzine issue more recently, and I van: August 
1977 for PROFANITY against July 1977 for POTSHERDS! Which brought 
up the fact that this year is the tenth anniversary of each of 
our last issues. We ought to do something to celebrate. Uh-huh. 
Real Soon Now. Like maybe for Brighton? Uh-huh... .

There was a very enjoyable dinner run Saturday night with 
the Lynches, Bernadette and Arthur, Judith Bemis, and Tony Park
er. Conversation turned mostly to fanzines and archival actions 
to widen their access. I mentioned the British scheme of provid
ing photocopies at coat from Vin£ Clarke's fanzine library (which 
Skiffy helped finance with S2K for the copier). Someone thought 
it would be a great idea to have such a service available State
side, and I told them that it already was — I've been doing that 
sort of thing for years. Apparently, more publicity for the idea 
would be a good thing.

At Corflu 3, held in Virginia m February 1986, the weather 
was cold and snowy. So Bowers had decided to move Corflu 4 to 
April. Guess what happened Friday night/Saturday morning? Snow, 
and lots of it! Luckily, we didn't have to go out of the hotel — 
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a Quality Inn, quite reasonable rateae coffee ahop, and 
staff — during the day. By evening, the snow had stopped, and it 
was possible to walk the several blocks to the steakhouse where 
we had dinner with little indication o£ the atora that had hit 
the previous night.

The Sunday banquet was the occasion for a few speeches, an 
auction to help pay con expenses, and the selection of a site for 
Corflu 5. For the first ti»e, the site was contested, and the 
voters gave it to Seattle over Texas. There is also a campaign 
for Minneapolis m 1989, and there may be one for Mew York in 
1990. Pat Mueller said that Texas won't contest 1989 against 
Minneapolis, but I suspect that they will try again m soae 
future year. (There have been a few perfunctory discussions about 
trying to hold a Corflu in Southern California soae year or 
other, too.>

And after four years of Corflu, a second fanzme-fan conven
tion has appeared: Ditto 1 is scheduled for July 1988, m Toron
to. I have a few doubts about whether a milieu that can only get 
70 fans to the one annual con they have will be able to get any 
sizeable nuaber to two cons a year — whether or not it is a 
split constituency for the lost part. We'll see. I bought an 
attending membership for Corflu 5 — and a supporting membership 
for Ditto 1.

The auction was appropriate to the convention, for the most 
part. Bowers tried to auction a complete set of OUTWORLDS with a 
beginning price of £50.00 (which was what Art Widner paid for a 
set at Corflu 3 last year), but got no takers. I auctioned a few 
items (2 £ro» me, 2 from Skiffyl, but the only one of the four 
that brought any amount of money was the copy of ENERGUMON 1 that 
went for £32.00. (Glicksohn wasn't at the con.) Then Jerry Kauf
man auctioned a bunch of stuff from Seattle — T-shirts with 
slugs were doing reasonably well, other t—shirts going for mini
mum. When he hit the four issues of SPANISH INQUISITION, though, 
the auction took off? The double issue <7/8> went for over £40. 
And even if it is the one that's not evident in my collection — 
I think there's a copy m the 200 boxes of zines m the shed, 
but... — I wasn't paying anywhere near that amount for a copy. 
The auction did quite w^ell for the con, altogether. (And next 
Corflu, I will lug fanzines for sale, even if only a small box of 
them... . >

And my May conventions — Kubla and Baycon — haven't hap
pened yet, so that's all of 1987 from a conventional viewpoint.

I will offer a minor apology to the four FAPAns who are also 
members of LASFAPA — Robbie, Arthur, Seth, and Vanessa. If they 
read both apas completely, they will have seen my convention 
reports in both their appearances. (Under similar conditions, Liz 
will have seen the latter parts.! I figured that was no good 
reason not to inflict the things on the rest of you.
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